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About This Game

Bio Inc.: Redemption is a complex biomedical simulator in which you make life or death decisions. Create the ultimate illness to
torment your victim or play as the head of a medical team and hopefully find a cure to save your patient.

Including over 600 actual diseases, symptoms, diagnostic tests, treatments and other medical conditions, Bio Inc.: Redemption is
frighteningly realistic. It will captivate you for hours, bringing you into a microscopic world of epic proportions!

As the sequel to the worldwide mobile hit Bio Inc. (enjoyed by over 15 million players), Bio Inc.: Redemption was rebuilt from
the ground up to make it the most realistic and visually stunning medical condition simulator available.
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CHOOSE YOUR SIDE
Bio Inc.: Redemption includes two all-new campaigns!

Choose Death and explore your dark side by wrathfully terminating victims using an agonizing combination of diseases and
medical conditions.

Choose Life and you heroically play as a medical diagnostician to identify and cure diseases before it is too late for your
patient.

Each campaign consists of nine cases with four different difficulty levels and the new adaptive AI system provides hours of
gameplay with great replay value.

BUILDING DEEP STRATEGIES
The mechanics of Bio Inc.: Redemption are simple to grasp yet extremely deep. Casual players will appreciate a quick and
exciting challenge. Advanced players will have to elaborate complex strategies to solve high difficulty cases. It's all about

combos and timing!

18 DIVERSIFIED CHALLENGING CASES
Each case comes with its unique twists and specific objectives, gradually building your skills and expanding your toolset to

evermore demanding intricate scenarios.

UNFORGIVING, WICKED AND STRANGELY COMPELLING
Whether you wish to cure an innocent patient's sickness or torment a poor soul through an unlikely disease combination, the Bio
Inc. universe will not leave you cold. Deviously realistic, even educational, balanced with a good amount of humor, the Bio Inc.:

Redemption experience will take you on one heck of a thrill ride.

BOOSTER AND REWARDS
Each win rewards you with XP points. Spend your hard-earned XP points wisely to place boosters that will help you solve cases

at a higher difficulty and become a Bio Inc. master!

AND MUCH MORE...
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Gender Selection with specific male/female diseases.

Multiplayer: Pick a side, battle against other players online in real-time and build your way up the ladder.

Sex Roulette: An all-new unprotected sex roulette unlocking exclusive diseases.

Cheats and sandbox mode: Use sandbox mode to experiment with new treatments and test theories at no risk to the
patient.
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Title: Bio Inc. Redemption
Genre: Indie, Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
DryGin Studios
Publisher:
DryGin Studios
Release Date: 8 Mar, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 or Newer

Processor: 2.4 GHz Dual core

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GTX 260 or ATI 4850

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 2 GB available space

English,French,German,Russian
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My first play-through was very enjoyable.. only thus far having played the dark side.. the bad doctor side.

My second play-through, I couldn't get past the loading symbol icon on the main window, right when the first thump of audio
starts.. resulting in a silent crash. After trying both experimental beta versions, as suggested in community post by the dev, I was
still crashing. So, common sense to me.. since I remember how Plague Inc was announced that third parties were interested in
play data of player base.. I figured.. it's either a data mining issue or a content verification issue.. So, I remade firewall rules like
I had the first play-through.. FIXED. This game won't load without an internet connection.. but that is not stated in the system
requirements on steam store page..

Also, the developers could have made a notification for this instead of letting it silently fail.. (Kinda) Similar to Plague Inc, this
game has lots of things to look at! (Sandbox, Playing as a Doctor, It's Fun and even Bio Inc Redemption has it's moments where
you'll rage your behind off!. [\u2605\u2605\u2605\u2605\u2606] [Graphics]
- Clean and concise, fits well in the game.
- A bit clunky around some bits.
- Serves it's function.

[\u2605\u2605\u2605\u2605\u2606] [Gameplay]
- Requires grinding for new missions.
- Easy to learn, difficult to master.
- Fun and challenging.

[\u2606\u2606\u2606\u2606\u2606] [Story]
- No story.

[\u2605\u2605\u2605\u2605\u2606] [Sound]
- Sound effects get rather annoying.
- Fantastic and tense music.

[\u2605\u2605\u2605\u2605\u2606] [Replayability]
- There's multiplayer, but it's abandoned.
- Different difficulty settings.
- Custom scenearios mode.
- No linear way to play.. This game taught me a lot about treatments and diseases. This game is a great way to learn about
different infections, conditions and diseases because it is fun. The only problem I have is that I can never connect to any
multiplayer servers.. An excellent game. Easy-to-learn, hard-to-master, very enjoyable. Playing as doctor trying to save a patient
is incredibly intense, I was so immersed that at one point I almost started screaming at the nurse to hurry up with the Brain PET
Scan . Highly recommend.. Bio Inc. is a fun fact filled adventure of either saving or ending life. The stages are challenging
enough that it keeps your interest and with many different ways to kill a person , it remains fresh for multiple replays . I do wish
that their was some type of campaign mode that extended beyond just , do a task and gets some bonus in an area.

All said and done 7.5\/10
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